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What will happen in 10 years time? That’s what I will be pondering. If you’re familiar 
with my special number system, you will know that 10 means the number one of 
nothing, suggesting the future will suck, but from this point on, I think I’ll stop 
mentioning it. Tbh honest, it may even be wrong. However, if it’s beneficial to society, 
I have no problem with scientists doing their own research with it. My only request is 
that they call it ‘The Simon Wiedemann Method’. Because it’s mine. Anyway, let’s go!

Music

My own brand of techno FINALLY catches on. Countless sub-genres follow from 
woo-metal, to woo-classical, to woo-jazz, etc., etc. AKA post-avant-garde metal, etc. 
if you want to sound sophisticated. In recent years, there has been a strong tend in 
heavy music where it gets lower and lower in pitch. As things can’t really get any 
more extreme without sounding silly, in the future things go in the opposite direction. 
The upcoming death metal won’t have bass guitars, instead it will performed on 
ukuleles and up-tuned banjos. Quite frankly, it will be terrible. Tool announces one 
new album and there is a lot of hype, but that soon goes when it sells for £1,000. 
Deftones release three albums in that time, and they’re all better.

TV

I get my own chat show, where I discuss Lego to the best of my abilities. Other 
shows continue to get worse. You know the show where people own things, sell 
them, and that’s it? In ten years time, most TV will just be CCTV in a shop.

Papa John’s 

You can’t improve taste perfection, but you can improve the delivery time of the 
company. They rarely deliver exactly when you want them to, but part of me 
genuinely likes the mystery. It’s also quite possible Dominoes and Pizza Hut will 
submit to PJ, and the latter turn into a super company. Papa Dominoes Hut!

Beef Curries

Even in restaurants, beef curries can have a very tough texture at times. I guess if 
things keep getting worse, beef will eventually become inedible. But why? My theory 
is that cows are secretly going to gyms at 3am/4am when no one knows. Why? So 
they’re tough and chewy and don’t get eaten. Interestingly, when I was 13, 
supermarket beef curries weren’t actually that bad. I wasn’t interested in gyms either, 
back then. Neither were cows.

Coronavirus

Coronavirus is completely wiped out, however a mad scientist has some for himself 
in a tube, which he tortures with acid. 

Computer Games

After his 1,000th adventure, Super Mario realises that turtles and walking 
mushrooms will always try to take over the world, so he gives up trying to stop them. 
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He falls into a deep depression and lets people stretch different parts of his face for 
money. His smile hides the pain. 

Cars

You can buy flying cars! However, the flying exams are ridiculously hard, so no one 
passes. But that’s for the best. The alternative is pretty mental, really.

Hover boards

They may not be commercially available yet, but they’re getting there, apparently. 
That may sound cool, but personally I’d say they will feel roughly like normal electric 
scooters to control. Who cares if you’re a few centimetres above the ground?

The internet 

The concept of the internet stays pretty much the same, there’s just more of it. Did 
you know that all of the internet weighs about as much as a strawberry? In ten years 
time, that will turn to three strawberries. But who will protect these strawberries? 
Seems pretty important to me. 

AI

AI gets more intelligent, Al (as in Alan) gets older. 

Sugar rehabilitation centres

Why is drug addiction a recognised problem but sugar isn’t? Sure you can get help 
with your diet, but are there places that offer you smalls blocks of chocolate that get 
smaller and smaller over time, so you don’t crash when you quit sugar? According to 
the internet, yes. I’m very sorry. I shouldn’t have assumed. Well, I’m not sure about 
the chocolates, but there are rehab centres. Whoops. 

Chocolate 

America FINALLY realises their chocolates taste like ass and start importing real 
‘candy.’ Such foods are then reversed engineered, and the country produces their 
own versions. Was that really so hard?

Phones

Phones are no longer needed as people can communicate telepathically. However, 
privacy functions are of paramount importance.

Names

Microscope, Toothpick, Bath Tub, and Parachute are all popular baby names.  

War
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There are no wars, because I unite everyone through peace and love, albeit through 
strange methods. e.g. weird anthemic choruses and jokes about bees. e.g. ‘Just a 
heads up; honey may come from honey bees, but butter doesn't come from 
butterflies. You will ruin your sandwich’, and ‘Why must bees never train other bees 
to use lasers? Because if they did, they'd spread ray bees’. I have plenty more. 

Me

I see a YJM numberplate for the first time and throw a huge party! I’ve seen SJWs 
and a couple of Eddie Van Halens, but no Yngwies yet. :( Also, not only does my 
book ‘The Danger of Proverbs’ become a huge hit, it is strangely prophetic and 
people say I’m psychic. A bit weird, but it has a happy ending. 

Ok! So the future will be pretty odd, but there are definitely things to look forward to. 
Especially if you’re American. You really don’t know what you’re missing. I’ve said 
this before, but I’m telling you again; Hersheys should not be leaders in the 
confectionary industry. Swans holding knives in their beaks are things to look out for, 
but the rampages will be short lived. :) That’s it! Bye!


